WHY SIGGRAPH?

SIGGRAPH, THE LEADING CONFERENCE FOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND INTERACTIVE TECHNIQUES, IS COMING TO WASHINGTON, D.C.!

SIGGRAPH is a community of creators who are passionate about sharing new ways to tell stories and make connections with audiences. Our programming explores new design and technology techniques in 2D, 3D, and immersive storytelling. SIGGRAPH pushes boundaries and welcomes all levels of experience. Whether you are interested in sharing new work or finding inspiration among peers, we encourage you to Think Beyond and be part of our East Coast adventure, 19–23 July.

USE YOUR SENSES

SEE inventive storytelling methods, up close and personal, at the Art Gallery and the Computer Animation Festival, an Academy qualifier.

TASTE new ways of showcasing products through advancements in virtual, augmented, and mixed reality by exploring the Immersive Pavilion.

HEAR from industry leaders on breakthroughs in VFX, animation, scientific visualization, and more during Production Sessions.

Get in TOUCH with prospective employers or partners at the Exhibition and Job Fair.

Stop and SMELL the roses (Washington, D.C.’s official flower) in SIGGRAPH 2020’s East Coast home.

SIGGRAPH MAKES HEADLINES

“PIXAR’S ‘PURL’ WINS BEST IN SHOW AT 2019 SIGGRAPH COMPUTER ANIMATION FESTIVAL” – Cartoon Brew

“The Best Art and Design Conferences of 2019” – Digital Arts Online

“SIGGRAPH to Showcase Immersive Art Exhibit in Los Angeles” – Animation Magazine

“Game of Thrones,’ Netflix VFX Among Those to Be Featured in SIGGRAPH Production Talks” – Variety

“SIGGRAPH 2019 Announces 4 World-Premiere Immersive Experiences” – Animation World Network
GET TO KNOW SIGGRAPH

SIGGRAPH is the place to get inspired and make meaningful connections. Take a look at past SIGGRAPH projects from the Computer Animation Festival and beyond, and meet the organizations whose contributions to the industry fuel innovation.

PAST FEATURED PROJECTS

APPLE, “SHARE YOUR GIFTS” – BUCK
BUCK AND TBWA/MEDIA ARTS LAB
Apple's belief that creativity moves the world forward inspired this holiday message, dedicated to creators everywhere.

“BIRTH OF PLANET EARTH” FULLDOME EXCERPT – DONNA COX
ADVANCED VISUALIZATION LAB, NATIONAL CENTER FOR SUPERCOMPUTING APPLICATIONS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
This animation follows the energy harvesting process of a chromatophore.

CHOCOLATE – TYLER HURD
GENTLE MANHANDS
This VR music video experience sends users into a world of colorful chrome.

IKEA, “T-SHIRTS” – DOUGAL WILSON
MOVING PICTURE COMPANY
VFX gives t-shirts wings in this Ikea campaign video.

VR CRASH TEST – BEN TAN AND STUART WHITE
DIGITAL ARTS NETWORK AND FIN DESIGN
Users take the driver’s seat to experience the evolving world of technology inside a car.

SIGGRAPH 2020 EXHIBITORS

SHARE YOUR CONTENT: NOW–APRIL 2020
Visit s2020.SIGGRAPH.org for all program submission deadlines.

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION: SPRING 2020

SIGGRAPH 2020 CONFERENCE: 19–23 JULY 2020
SIGGRAPH 2020 EXHIBITION: 21–23 JULY 2020

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Find the global, industrywide inspiration you’re seeking in the rich artistic and academic environment of Washington, D.C.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN JULY!